City Manager’s Review Board 06/23/2022

Supporting Presentation Content

The presentation from the June 23, 2022 City Manager’s Review Board (CMRB) is available on the City’s website.

Attendees

City Manager Harry Black – City Manager, City of Stockton

Chief Stanley McFadden – Chief of Police, Stockton Police Department

Lora Larson – Director, City of Stockton Office of Violence Prevention (OVP)

Bobby Bivens – President, NAACP Stockton Branch

Jasmine Dellafosse – Senior Regional Organizer, Gathering for Justice

Myles Harris – Community Organizer, Youth Engagement

Sovanna Koeurt – Executive Director, Asian Pacific Sel-Development and Residential Association (APSARA)

Dr. Troy A. Brown – Superintendent, San Joaquin County Schools

Dr. Maggie Park – Public Health Officer, San Joaquin County Public Health Services

Fred Shell – Administrator, STAND (Stockton Taking Action to Neutralize Drugs)

Wes Rhea – CEO, Visit Stockton

CMRB Overview

City Manager provided opening remarks including an overview of the CMRB Tenets:

- The constant quest for mutual accountability
- The relentless pursuit of follow-up
- Commitment to data driven problem solving and place based strategies
- Mutual respect and empathy for one another
- Commitment and dedication to the pursuit of the greater good
- Social resiliency and sustainability

Introduction of Police Chief McFadden

The Chief’s opening remarks to the board included his first 90-days plan, centered on fully absorbing institutional knowledge within the department and the community. Chief McFadden shared his enthusiasm to help bring transformative change to the City of Stockton. He recognizes the importance of data as a great starting point to help empower communities and create a sustainable plan for
improvement. Chief McFadden also shared his mission to engage the youth of Stockton and to continue to foster relationships founded on trust and mutual respect.

Panel Member: There has been positive feedback from the community throughout neighborhoods that have been visited so far. I think it's important to continue this tour across Stockton and continue the momentum built with engaging different communities.

Panel Member: I would like to recognize the transparency and facilitated process put forth by the City Manager regarding the police chief search, and I appreciated the opportunity for input. I am excited for and committed to supporting the efforts around youth engagement.

**YTD Crime Look**

Deputy Chief Nance reviewed the YTD statistics for Homicides and Non-Fatal Injury Shootings (Slide 7).

Question: What are some of the causes for homicide incidents?

Answer: Some potential impacts are related to gang activity, encampment activity, and domestic-related activity.

Question: What is the increase in homicides within encampment driven by? What do those numbers represent?

Follow-up item: SPD to research trends in homicide data related to encampment activity.

**SPD Performance**

Deputy Chief Nance reviewed the updated calls for service that have decreased in 2022 when compared to the same time period last year (slide 8).

**Goal #1**

*Ceasefire*

Deputy Chief Nance provided a detailed update on ceasefire data (slides 13-17)

Question: What are we doing to mitigate the high rates of non-fatal shootings?

Answer: Non-fatal shootings receive the same amount of attention in terms of investigation and attention as homicides.

Question: Is there data available on the age of the individual with the firearm?

Answer: Yes, although that data is not in this presentation.

Question: Is there any indication on what is driving the increase in gang activity? What is causing this to trend?

Follow-up item: SPD to provide additional information available on gang-related activity and trends.

Question: How is "gang-related" defined?
Answer: If the victim or suspect involved is related to a group, then the incident is flagged as gang related. If a residence is affiliated with someone group-related, then incidents at that location will also be flagged as gang-related.

Question: Does the police department update their data based on convictions and charges?
Answer: If an incident is later identified as gang or non-gang related, SPD will update the data accordingly.

Question: Are there a racial breakdowns and age demographics of shooters and victims?
Answer: SPD records demographics data.

Follow-up item: Update non-fatal shootings data to incorporate demographic details.

Question: Is there information available around traffic stops, associated racial breakdown, and specifically youth being stopped?
Answer: Traffic stop data is not included in this presentation.

Follow-up item: Incorporate traffic stop data into the next CMRB meeting

**Violence Prevention**

The director of OVP, Lora Larson, provided an update about department updates and community engagement efforts.

Question: Where does funding come from for OVP?
Answer: Funding primarily comes from the General Fund and grants.

City Manager: We also have an additional $4.3 grant from the state to support a youth development program.

**ICAP Intelligence Communication and Planning**

ICAP results for all Forecast Deployment Areas show an ongoing trend of a 42% decrease in reduction of gun crime during the month of deployment and a 48% reduction in gun crime the month after deployment.

**Goal #2**

Deputy Chief Sajor discussed community engagement efforts and highlighted the increase of in-person events compared to the same period last year (Slides 32-36).

**Goal #3**

Deputy Chief Sajor provided an update on the mandated training hours completed thus far for the Police Department. SPD is on pace to meet mandated training requirements by December 2022 (Slide 37-38).

**Goal #4**

Deputy Chief Sajor and Nance reviewed the arrest data from 2017 – April 2022 (Slides 39-48).
Question: How many of the juvenile arrests are being made on school campuses?
Answer: If SUSD is initiating an arrest, the data is captured in a different system managed by SUSD.

Question: Can we see a more detailed breakdown of the youth population in the arrest data?
Follow-up item: Provide additional detail on juvenile arrest data and related demographics.

Question: What are the outcomes of these arrests in terms of sentencing? Is there any data available around this topic?
Answer: This data is the District Attorney’s jurisdiction.

Goal #5
Chief McFadden provided an overview of the last twelve months’ agenda topics for the Community Advisory Board (Slides 49-51).

Question: Can you speak more to the membership and participation of the Community Advisory Board?
Answer: Chief McFadden will be checking in with those that are currently on the board for feedback and a refresh, as appropriate.
Follow-up item: Provide an update on the Community Advisory Board at the next meeting.

Announcement:
City Manager Black and Chief McFadden will meet with CMRB members individually before the next CMRB meeting in early October to gather feedback and update the meeting format, as necessary.

Adjourned